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"The Spirits Are Alive!" Your Heroes are now living forever in the world of the Spirits. The game board, creatures and items are all represented by spirits while the damage and experience points on the board are now spiritual in nature. Level 10 Heroes get an extra special reward, maybe even a new life of their own! Infinity Tokens When you
beat the Boss or level you can now trade Infinity Tokens (earned in-game currency) to The Guardians for the powerful healing powers of The Spirits. Core Mechanics: Leveling: You'll now earn XP from defeating monsters. You'll earn XP and see your Rank increase every time you defeat a monster. Hire Mode: You can now pay to hire a Boss

Monster to do extra damage to speed up your leveling process. Find The Tokens Of Infinity: All of the coins needed to purchase the healing powers of The Spirits are hidden among the different levels. It's your job to find them and "collect" them before your level soars higher and higher! Abilities: You can now upgrade the different Abilities for
your Heroes to help them farm gold for you faster or just do more damage. Heroes: You can now unlock a new Hero at each level. Once you've unlocked all of the Heroes they'll keep leveling and farming gold as your main job of defeating monsters and collecting XP ever after. Spells: You can now buy powerful Spells for your Heroes to call

upon that turn up the heat in a big way. Let Me Show You The Physics: Your Heroes can now stay on the board, travelling around the board, clicking monsters to defeat them, and defeating monsters for gold (or in a pinch, using their gold to activate the caged portal monsters and rescue them). Oh, and wait until you see it in 3D. We dropped
the monotone classic board and replaced it with a vibrant 3D map that is an expansive 3D maze. "Demonic Jungle" Level theme: Just when you thought you were safe from The Spirits, in comes the Jungle! The spirits have got a new direction in their games and it won't take them long to get to you! "The Jungle" Level theme has 32 levels of

clicker style gameplay against a variety of unique 3D game board locations, monsters and items. "The Master" : Level 15: It's the time for the most epic and powerful of all of the Spirits,

Features Key:
Convenient, simple-to-use, full-featured game, an end-to-end experience that is visually intuitive, accurate, fun, and collaborative
Open Source with open and maintainable source code, share source code easily and trace your contributions to other developers

Open source MIT licensed and licensed under the GNU AGPLv3, use it in personal, non-commercial projects
CC - Creative Commons 3.0 license, share code easily and easily acquire code from open source projects, share code easily and easily publish it in your own repository

Install on Windows, Mac, Linux, Arduino, and use any web-based framework, use any 3rd party game engine
Play with pen, finger-tip, or keyboard, or pass it to others in social experiences

Features: 

Dynamic Space - dynamically updates to the physical world:
3D Space : No more limited in 2d space, tap around the Cosmos and explore vast space which far exceeds the screen.
Photorealistic Space: A photorealistic, full-screen 3D and animation effects and shader effects increase creative freedom, to produce stunning game experiences.

HD screen supportThe physics-based space algorithm enables virtual worlds with extremely realistic visual effects.
Slidedow - control the speed of your finger to control the speed of the Space Traveler to intercept the falling Scatter objects:

Realistic 

Tap Tap Infinity Free

The game is free to play and incredibly easy to get into! Level up your Heroes so that they farm gold and search for the fabled Infinity Tokens, even while you're not playing! Earn XP by defeating monsters and clearing levels to unlock mighty Spells and gain a DPS bonus per Rank! Get to a high
enough Rank and Ascend over and over to gain double the DPS bonus per Rank each Ascension. Find the Tokens of Infinity and trade them to the Guardians to unlock Powers. With 16 different Powers to choose from, you can customize the game to play how *you* want it. 'Go Infinite' to restart at
level 1 but with your Infinity Tokens multiplying your DPS so you can reach further and further into the game as you try to ultimately defeat 'The Master'! Tap Tap Infinity Product Key is free to play and incredibly easy to get into: ★ Click monsters to kill them and collect their gold. ★ Hire the
beaten Boss monsters to help you do extra damage as you level them up. ★ Your Heroes earn gold for you while you're not playing, even if the game is closed. ★ Find Valor Points and use them to Upgrade your Heroes, doubling how powerful their Skills are! ★ Gain XP and unlock Spells to auto-
click, do more damage or even skip instantly between Boss levels! ★ Find Infinity Tokens to start all over again but with a permanent boost to your DPS. ★ Trade Infinity Tokens to The Guardians of Infinity for Powers that customize the game play or use them to upgrade Spells to make them more
powerful. ★ Save your game to the cloud and keep playing on mobile! The game is already live on iTunes (4.5/5 star rating) and Google Play (4.4/5 star rating). Looking to discuss the game or check in with the TTI community? Check out the subreddit: A: Unfortunately, while the game is not free,
the full version of the game is $2.99 in the Apple store. There's a button on the main screen that goes straight to the full version. a 5v4. When playing with a team that can challenge for multiple cups, you could play a 5v3 or 4v5, with a slight change in goals for each team, or you can play an 8v7
which is a bit more fun. I recommend playing on large maps as they give more room for much better gameplay and you also get to play online. I also d41b202975
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Game "Tap Tap Infinity" Features: Tap Tap Infinity is free to play and feature-complete, but if you'd like to help us continue to make the best game possible you can donate gold or real currency through the in-game market. We appreciate all of your feedback, especially your bug reports! Each
major update gets added to the game in a free 'Beta' version. Current features include: ✘ GAMEPLAY: – Unlock all 16 Powers and a Staff Monster for your Hero! – Highly configurable auto-click with Quick Attacks and Auto-Click Powers! – Budget/Surplus system which allows you to increase your
Gold and Mana whenever you'd like (no more getting kicked to the moon due to low budget!) – Boss Battle for a dynamic challenge every time! – Cross-platform cloud syncing! Play on iOS on your phone, tablet or PC with a single account ✘ DETAILS: – Cross platform cloud syncing! Play on iOS on
your phone, tablet or PC with a single account – Hardcore, tactical combat with an evolving meta – Void your boss' health to instantly kill them and earn a free ascend! – Multiple endings and a pre-determined storyline across 3 Acts – You can use any Aura or Staff in the game! – No Ads, In-app
purchases or unlocks-get the game for FREE – The game is designed for a wide range of players from casual to hardcore ✘ CROSS-PLATFORM: – Play on iOS (iPhone/iPad) on your phone, tablet or PC – Play on Android (phone or tablet) on your phone, tablet or PC – Play on Windows on your laptop or
PC ✘ STAFF: – Battle your Heroes for the success of the village and unlock the Staff Monster! – Work your way up the Grand Staff Monster ranking! – Unlock powerful new Staff Monsters and special Staff Abilities as you ascend to the top ranks! – Melee with your staff and knock back enemies to
deal damage! – Fire powerful staff-based skills and auto-attack skills to earn multiple bonuses at once! – Earn gold from killing enemies and gold from the bank ✘ COMMUNITY: – Friendly forum and Discord server to communicate and ask questions – Reddit.io/r/TapTapInfinityGame -Official
Facebook: – Twitter:

What's new:
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